
Institutional Distinctiveness 

1) PACE (Programming Ability and Confidence Enhancement)  

PACE (Programming Ability and Confidence Enhancement) program was organized by 

PG Department of computer science, Shirish Madhukarrao Chaudhari College, Jalgaon and 

School of computer science KBCNMU Jalgaon. The goal of this event is to develop logical and 

programming skill of computer science between students. IT industries always required 

employees having good programming and logical qualities. From the survey it is found that the 

amount of placement is going to be decreasing day by day.  

This program was initiative to fulfill the gap between industry and academic by focusing 

on fundamentals development, logical abilities and practicing basic programming skills among 

the students. The program was conducted in four different sessions and 53 students were 

benefited.   

2) Ethical Hacking and Cyber Security 

Computer Forum has organized the seminar on “Ethical Hacking and Cyber Security” for 

the students. The seminar was delivered by Mr. Tushar Gaiake (Kaizen private Limited, Nashik) 

and discussed on the various topics like the Identity Tept, Virus, Trojan password stilling etc. 

Overall 91 students were present for this seminar. 

3) Rally on Nomenclatorial Ceremony of North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon  

On the instance of nomenclatorial of North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon to Kavayitri 

Bahinabai Chaudhari North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon, the nomenclatorial ceremony was 

organized “Maher to Sasar Rally” by Dhanaji Nana Chaudhari Vidya Prabodhini Sanchalit, 

Shirish Madhukarrao Chaudhari college, Jalgaon on 06/10/2018 from birth place of Bahinabai 

Chaudhari, Asoda to Jalgaon. The event was inaugurated by the auspicious hands of Mr. Shirish 

Madhukarrao Chaudhari, Honorable President of our College, Prof. P. P. Patil, Vice-Chancellor 

(Kavayitri Bahinabai Chaudhari North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon), Mr. Gulabrao Patil 

(MLA) and Dr. P.R. Chaudhari, Honorable Secretary of our College. During this occasion ‘The 

Motorcycle Rally’ was organized. In this rally there is a presentation of  household things like 

Gharota, Jatt, Bullock cart, khopa, Tifan, Chul, Sup which was used at the time of Bahinabai and 

also took reference in their poems make occasion lively.   


